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Abstract. Calcareous foraminifers provide a time-stratigraphic
framework to chronicle the development of the Tengiz carbonate plat-
form that thrived from the latest Devonian (late Famennian) into the
Middle Pennsylvanian (late Bashkirian). Correlative zones, based on
documented foraminiferal assemblages and expressed prìmarily in terms
of Russian horizons, confirm that the platform grew in a complex pat-
tern of progradation and backstepping from the Tournaisian to late Vi-
sean and then underwent a major progradation that was terminated by
sea level fall at the end of the Serpukhovian.
Favorable conditions for carbonate sedimentation returned in
the early Bashkirian and persisted into the late Bashkirian until the plat-
form either was exposed and eroded or buried by siliciclastic deposi-
tion. Breaks in the foraminiferal succession point to major depositional
hiatuses along the top of the Bashkirian platform, at the Mississippian-
Pennsylvanian boundary, and possibly in the late Tournaisian although
previous investigations support continuous deposition throughout the
latter interval at Tengiz.
Riassunto. I foraminiferi calcarei forniscono uno strumenro cro-
nologico per tarare lo sviluppo della piattaforma carbonatica di Tengiz,
che si è sviluppata dal Devoniano sommitale (Famenniano superiore)
al Carbonifero superìore (Bashkiriano superiore). Le zone utllizzate
per la correlazione, che sono basate su associazioni documentate di fo-
raminiferi, e che sono essenzialmente espresse in termini di Orizzonti
Russi, confermano che la piattaforma crebbe in un contesto comples-
so di progradazioni e rìtiri dal Tournesiano al tardo Viseano. Succes-
sivamente si verificò una progradazione maggiore che terminò con la
caduta del livello del mare alla fine del Serpukhoviano.
Le condizioni favorevoli per la sedimentazione carbonatica ri-
tornarono nel Bashkiriano inferiore e persistettero nel Bashiriano su-
periore sino a che la pìattaforma fu o esposta ed erosa oppure seppellita
dalla sedimentazione silicoclastica. Lacune nella successione a forami-
niferi indicano la presenza di importanti hiatus deposizionali alla som-
mità della piattaforma bashkìriana, in corrispondenza del limite Mis-
sissippiano-Pennsylvaniano (Carbonifero inferiore/superiore) e possi-
bilmente nel tardo Tournesiano, sebbene ricerche precedenti ritengano
che a Tengiz la sedimentazione fu continua attraverso questo ultimo
intervallo dì tempo.
Introduction
Tengiz, the super giant oi1 field located along the
northeastern shore of the Caspian Sea (Fig. 1), is one of
a number of isolated carbonate platforms that developed
in the southern Pricaspian Basin from the Late Devonian
into the Middle Pennsylvanian (Krylov et aL. 1994, figs.
1, 2; Cook et a|. 1.994, fig. l). Since the field's discovery
in 1979, Soviet and, later, Kazakh and \íestern rÀi orkers
have undertaken stratigraphic studies on the genesis of
the platform carbonates and surrounding siliciclastic beds
(e. g., Krylov er al. 1994; \flood Er Garber 1996;Harris
et al.1999). Most published biostratigraphic studies uti-
lized calcareous foraminifers for age dating the platform
(Aleshin er al. 1988, 1,989; Zolotukhina & Taboyakova
1988;Zolotukhina et al. 1988, 1989;Krivonos 1991; Vlas-
ova er al. tllt; Zolotukhina Er Danshina 1992; Gibsh-
maî 1,997) because of the proven application of this fossil
group to shallow-water carbonate environments.
Tengizchevroil, the current operator of the field,
recently assembled a team of geologists, sequence strati-
graphers, geophysicists and foraminiferal biostratigra-
phers to model the sedimentological and structural de-
velopment of the Tengiz platform (C1ark er al. 2000; Har-
ris Er Warner 2000; Harris 2001; Harris et al. 2000, 2001;
Kenter & Harris 2AA4. The current paper reports more
results of that ongoing study with emphasis on the gen-
eral geological deveiopment of the buildup and on the fo-
raminiferal assemblages used to establish time lines across
the platform and slope regions. The intent is to provide
an overview of the stratigraphic setting and biota through
time. Detailed well-to-well correlations and discussion of
internal sedimentary geometries are beyond the scope of
this report. Data for biostratigraphic interpretations and
illustrated microfossils come from cored intervals within
the wells shown on Fig. 2 andTab. 1.
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Fig. 1 - Location of Tengiz and major cities in the Caspian Sea re-
gion.
Geologic setting
The physiography of the Tengiz Platform is analo-
gous to modern carbonate platforms such as those that
surround the Caicos Islands and the Bahamas (Rubins
er aI. 1996). These buildups rise precipitously from the
ocean floor and exhibit a variety of shallow-water car-
bonate facies across the top and slopes. The areal con-
figuration of the Tengiz Platform is given in Fig. 2 and a
schematic northeast-southwest cross section divided into
major time segments is included in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 correlates
these time slices to both larger and smaller time-strati-
graphic units. The development of Tengiz followed the
opening of the Pricaspian Basin by rifting of the Ustyurt
plate form the East European plate in the Middle Devo-
nian (Heubeck 2001).
Platform growth began in the Famennian with the
accumulation of skeletal packstones, grainstones and
wackestones possibly on top of a Frasnian carbonate shelf.
Initially sedimentation followed a complex pattern of pro-
gradation and backstepping at different positions along
the platform edge. Wells located in the platform center
have a relatively continuous sequence from the latest Vi-
sean downward (Tab. 1). Those drilled on the edge show
diverse stratigraphic relationships, including late Visean
Fìg. 2 - Areal map of the Tengiz Platform, showing locations of wells
used for this study and generalized position of the platform
top, slope and basin from the late Visean into the Middle
Pennsylvanìan. Older core inten'als in proximal slope N.ells
were:itu:red on rhe roo oI rhe olarform.
beds directly overlying the Tournaisian or late Famennian
(T-17 and T:47 we1ls), or early Serpukhovian-latestVisean
horizons on early Visean beds of the Radaevsky Horizon
(T:-43 and T:463 wells). The platform top may have been
exposed near the Tournaisian-Visean boundary because
typical late Tournaisian (Kosvinsky Horizon) microfos-
sils do not seem to be present there.
During late Visean and Serpukhovian time the
buildup began to prograde extensively and developed
into distinct platform and slope settings (Fig. 2, 3). The
platform beds are mostly skeletal grainstones and peck-
stones. Many of these contain abundant foraminifers and
are interpreted to be shallow-water, open marine deposits.
Others contain few foraminifers but are rich in red algae
that presumably thrived in a deeper-water setting.
The upper to middle slope is composed of auto-
chthonous microbial boundstone that more or less sur-
rounded the platform and dropped steeply away from the
platform edge. The lower slope is composed primarily
of brecciated boundstone debris flows that extended in
some cases onto the basin floor. The microbiota is simi-
lar across shs slope region.
Sedimentation changed dramatically in the early
Bashkirian following a global sea level fall at the Missis-
sippian-Pennsylvanian boundary. Although skeletal, grain-
supported rocks are common, ooid shoals, rarely seen in
older beds, covered the platform and prograded over the
Serpukhovian slope. Carbonate deposition that ended in
the late Bashkirian was either localized on the platform
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Table 1 - Core coverage fors'ells shon'n in Fig.2. H-S:horizon or stage; Fa:late Famennian Stage;
G-M=Gumerovsky and Malevsky horizons (undifferentiated); U-Upinsky Horizon; Ch:Cherepetsky Horizon; Ki:Kizelovsky
Horizon; Ko-Kosvinsky Horizon; Ra:Radaevsky Horizon; Bo:Bobrikovsky Horizon; Tu=Tulsky Horizon; A-V=Aleksinsk).,
Mikhailovskv and Venevsky horizons (r.rndifferentiatcd); T-S-Tarussky and Steshevsky horizons (undifferentiated); Pr:Protvinsky
Horizon; B?-S-Bogdanovsky?-early Syuransky horizons; LS:late Syuransky Horìzon; Ak-Akavassky Horizon; As=Askynbashsky
Horizon; LB=late Bashkirian horizons.
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at that time, or the surface was exposed and differentially
eroded. Whatever the scenario, the final platform topo-
graphy was irresular and in places no younger than early
Bashkirian (Akavassky-Askynbashs ky horizons). Basinal
shales and siltstones that were deposited contemporane-
ously rvith the carbonates during platform growth even-
tually blanketed the platform in the Middle/Late Penn-
sylvanian and Early Permian. Restricted conditions de-
veloped by mid-Permian time when Kungurian evaporites
precipitated across the basin.
Chronostrati graphy/Biostratigraphy
Smaller time-stratigraphic units in the Former So-
viet Union are traditionally called horizons and that ter-
minology, where applicable, is used in this report (Fig.
4). Horizon names for Mississippian rocks (Tournaisian,
Visean and Serpukhovian) come from the Russian Plat-
form and those for the Early to Middle Pennsylvanian
(Bashkirian) are derived from the type Bashkirian sec-
tions in the southern Urals. The relationship of horizons
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Fig. 3 - Schematic cross section through the Tengiz Platform from northeast to sourhtrresr; no scale. Platform rop, slope and basin correspond
to those shown in Fjgure 2.
to foraminiferal zones and assemblages on the Russian
Platform are outlined, for example, in Kagarmanov &
Donakova (199A), Vdovenko er al. (1990), Makhlina et al.
(1993) and Shcherbakov (1997), and for the type Bashki-
rian, in Sinitsyna & Sinitsyn (1987), Groves (1988), Ku-
lagina & Sinitsyna (1997), Groves et al. (l9ll) and Ku-
lagina et al. (2001).
Calcareous foraminifers complemented by aigae
and incertae sedis were used herein to date the Tengiz
platform, slope, and contemporaneous basinal beds which
contain platform-derived turbidites interlayered with the
siliciclastics. The stratigraphic distribution of microfos-
sils from the platform and slope areas (Fig. 2, 3) is given
in Tab. 2 and those taxa critical for identifying a specific
horizon or stage from those areas are mentioned in the
following discussion (Representatìve specimens are i1-
lustrared on 1'1s. l-l).
Late Famennian: the stratigraphically oldest
platform/slope cores that can be dated unequivocally con-
tain diagnostic late Famen nian Eoendothyra and Quasien-
dothyra species along with Rectoseptaglomospirane/la asi-
atica and Menselina sp.In addition to the assemblaee listed
in Tab. 2, basinal beds in the T-52 well yielded Rectosepta-
glomospiranella elegantula (Reitlinger) and Septaglomo
spiranella nana? Retdinser. Lons-ranging, simple uniloc-
ular and bilocular taxa (e. g., Bispbaera, calcisphaerids, Cri-
bro spbaero ide s, D ip lo sphaerina, E o.u olutina, Paratburam -
mina, radiosphaerids, Vicinisphaera) are the dominrnt mi-
crofossils throughout these Late Devonian beds.
Gumerovsky-Cherepetsky horizons (early Tour-
naisian): this interval is sparsely represented in the Ten-
giz cores and has a poorly developed biota. Gumerovsky/
Malevsky beds contain unilocular and bilocular assem-
blages similar to those found in the late Femmenian.
These lie above the Mississippian-Devonian boundary
that is recognized operationally by the disappearance
of the Quasiendotbyra-Eoendotbyra assemblage. Eo-
chernysbinella sp. first occurs in the Upinsky Horizon
and the appearances of Chernyshinella species and Pal-
aeospiroplectdmmìna tcbernyshinensis characterize the
Cherepetsky Horizon,
Kizelovsky Horizon (late Tournaisian): impor-
tant occurrences within this horizon include those of
Endospiroplectammina Ltenusttl, Eoforschia c[. moelleri,
lrleobrunsiina latispiralis, Spinoendotbyra species and
Urbanella urbana,
Radaevsky Horizon (early Visean): foraminiferal
workers generally used the first occurrence of the genus
Eoparastffilla to recognize the base of the Visean, fol-
lowing the definition proposed for type secrions in the
Dinant Basin of Belgium (Conil et al. 1976,1989). This
definition is now considered inadequate because the first
occurrences in the Dinant Basin are cryptogenic and rep-
resented by E. simplex, a species that is younger than the
oldest representatives of the genus (Hance, Brenckle et
al.1997). A proposal is now before the Carboniferous
Subcommission (Sevastopulo & Hance 2000) to place the
Tournaisian-Visean boundary within a conrinuous Eopar-
astffilla succession at about the appearance of E. simplex
(Hance 1.997; Hance, Muchez et al., 1997). Under this
definition species of Eoparastffilla occurrtng below E,
simplex would belong to the latest Tournaisian. Gibshman
(1997) recognized an interval of pre-simplex species in
Tengiz and proposed a new Tournaisian Eoparastffillina
rotunda Zone to accomodate that assemblage (Gibshman
& Kulagina 2001). Although these proposals have great
merit, the appearance of the genus Eoparaxffilla, the spe-
cies notwithstanding, is used in this report to recognize
the earliest Visean because of the difficulty of identify-
ing Eoparastffilla species in unoriented secrions from the
Biostratigraphy of tbe Tèngiz Plaform, Kazahbstan
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Fig. a - Stratigraphic terminology used in this paper. Column at far right shos's a generalized Tengiz rock sequence and locations of rnajor
strarigr.rphic breaks along the top of the platform.
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sparsely fossiliferous and/ or mostly discontinuous core
around the Tournaisian-Visean boundary at Tengiz. Fu-
ture critical study may necessitate reassignment of some
well intervals to the Tournaisian.
Other important taxa appearing in the Radaevsky
include Eoendotbyranopsis donica, Koninckopora sp., Lat-
iendothyranopsis paraconoexa, "Loeblichia" fragilis and
Ps e udolituotwba grav ata.
Bobrikovsky Horizon (early Visean): the first oc-
currence of the Archaediscidae (Glomodiscws, IJralodis-
cws,Viseidisczs) distinguishes this level that otherwise has
a biota similar to the Radaevsky Horizon. Paraarchaedis-
czs specimens occur higher in the interval.
Tulsky Horizon (late Visean): this level is recog-
nized on the appearances of Archaediscus of the group
A. moelleri, Endostaffella species, Endotbyranopsis com-
pressa, Globoendothyra globula, palaeotextulariids (Con-
s obrin ella, C ribro stom um, Ko s kin otextularia, Palae otextu -
laria), Pojarkovella nibelis, Pseucloendothyra species and
Vissariotaxis exilis accompanied by an influx of Paraarchae-
discus species. Occurrences of Biserìella, Eoparastffilla
and Glomodiscus are apparently limited to the lower part
of the horizon.
Aleksinsky-Venevsky horizons (late Visean): the
latest Visean on the Russian Platform is divided into the
Aleksinsky, Mikhailovsky and Venevskv horizons (Fig. a)
that collectively were assigned to the Oksky Superhori-
zonin older Soviet stratigraphic schemes (e. g., Belskaya
et al. 1975). Taxa characteristic of these horizons occur
abundantly in some Tengiz wells, but they do not appear
consistently across the platform or always in the proper
stratigraphic order. Hence the horizons cannot be iden-
tified confidently and they are not differentiated in this
paper. Facies may partly be responsible for the incon-
sistent foraminiferal distribution at Tengiz. Calcareous
foraminifers preferred shallow-water environments but
many Aleksinsky-Venevsky beds are encrinites containing
mostlv stacheiin, aoujgalin or ungdarellin red algae that
may have lived in slightly deeper water than generally tol-
erated by multilocular foraminifers. In addition, the ages
of microfossil occurrences may differ between the Rus-
sian Platform andTengíz because of migration patterns or
because multiple exposure events and unfavorable facies
on the shallow Russian Platform (e. g., see Belskaya et
a|. 1975, p. 19-22,90-93,150-151; Makhlina et aI. 1,993,
fig. 3) possibly truncated foraminiferal ranges.
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Characteristic forms appearing in this interval are
ArcbaerÌiscus aff. approximatus, A. cf . enormis,A. aff.. gigas,
Asteroarcbaediscws c{. baschkiricus, A. rugosus, Bradyina
rotula, Calcifolium oleense, Chantonia sp., Climacammina
of the group C, antiqwa, Cribrospira mira, Dainella? tuj-
masensis, Endothyranopsis crassa, E. spbaerica, Eostaffella
rnncfrirt 
" 
F nÎ tLo 
-rn,,. F iLpn:ì< F *n1qAgn5j5, f .b'""r "'
parastruvei, E. proihensis, Fasciella hizilia , Haplophrag-
mella fallax, H. tetraloculi, H aplophragmina beschevensis
" an gu lar i i', H ow c h in i a bra dy an a, J an i s ch e.,.u s bi n a typ ì ca,
M ir tfi c a m irifi c a, N e o ar cb a e d. i s c u s dgap ox) e n s i s, l'{ . ak cb i -
mensis , l"[. tumefactws, Omphalotis ompbalota, O, pan-
nusaeformis, Paraarchaediscus maximus, Permodiscus ve-
tustus, Plectogtranopsis regularis, Rectocornuspira bushen-
sis, Spinothyra pauciseptata, indeterminate stacheiin alga
(new genus?), rnd Ungdarella sp.
Tarussky-Protvinsky horizons (Serpukhovian):
during the late Visean, Tengiz sedimentation began to
differentiate into distinctive platform and slope serrings
that became fully developed in the Serpukhovirn (Fig. l).
Platform beds at this time were detrital, skeletal grain-
dominated and the slope was composed primarily of spar-
ry-peloidal, clotted, microbial boundstone and bound-
stone breccias (Clark et al. 2000; Kenter & Harris 2002)
. Detrital-skeletal sediments, nevertheless, are common in
slope beds adjacent to the platform (Fig. 2) and as matrix
in the lower slope breccias. These beds contain abundant
microfossil assenlblases rhat resemble those found in the
.1" tf^r- 
""oi^.r^--'"',''
In contrast, nricrofossils are relatively rare, poorly
preserved and undiversified in the boundstone where en-
crusting foraminifers and algae predominate. Major ele-
ments of the microfauna include species of Twrrìspiroides
lT. muhioolutus, T. swbcarbonicus, unidentified speciesl
and lasiodiscids lEolasiodiscus donbassicus, Monotaxi-
noides cf. decliois, M. c[. subplanus, M. transìtorius) rhat
suggest the late Serpukhovian in Russian zonal schemes
(e. g., Einor 1.973; Aizenverg et al. 1983; Vdovenko et
al. 1990; Nikolaevna et a1. 2001). Direct correlation of
boundstone and platform beds, however, is tenuous for
lack of interfinserine detrital-skeletal rocks in slope cores
from some wells (T-16, T-26,T-41,T-47), and lasiodiscid
occurrences cannot be precisely calibrated to the plat-
form. Furthermore, these foraminifers favored the mi-
crobial environment and may have appeared earlier in the
boundstone than elsewhere. For these reasons the age of
the boundstones is not differentiated although slope taxa
from the detrital-skeletal lithologies permit recosnition
of early and late Serpukhor.ian beds in other wells. Addi-
tional Serpukhovian markers in the boundstone include
Biseriella of the group B. parta, Frustulata asiatica, Clo-
bir:alz,ulina of the group G. bulloides, Palaeonubecularia
spp. and Praedonezella cespeformis.
The Tarussky-Steshevsky (early Serpukhovian)
microbiota in the detrital-skeletal lithologies is essen-
tially a continuation of that found in the Aleksinsky-
Venevsky interval (Vdovenko et al. 1990). Because tra-
ditional early Serpukhovian markers such as Biseriella
pdt'ua, spherical pseudoendothyrids and Eostffillina de-
curta are rare at Tengiz, the position of the Visean-Ser-
pukhovian and Tarussky-Steshevsky boundaries is dif-
ficult to locate consistently in the well cores, although
taxa such as Eostaffella gruene'o,a/tdi, Frustulata asiatica,
Globotetrataxis elegantula, Monotaxinoides cf. transito-
rius, Planoendotbyra sp., and Praedonezella cespeformis
are useful in recognizing the Serpukhovian. Reexamina-
tion of Serpukhovian foraminiferal occurrences on the
Russian Platform (Gibshman 2007a, b) and in the Urals
(Nikolaeva et al. 2001) is in progress and rhese studies
may lead to improvements in characterizing this strati-
graphic interval.
The Protvinsky Horizon (late Serpukhovian) in
the detrital-skeletal beds is recognized primarily on
the appearance of Bradyina concinna?, B. cribrostomata,
Eostaffella aff. irenae, Eostaffellina species and Globi'ual-
z,ulina of the group G. bulloides within assemblages that
contain many holdovers from the early Serpukhovian.
Other possibly diagnostic indicators include Eolasiodis-
cws donbassicus, Globotetrataxis grandis, M onotaxinoides
priscws, Planoendothyra cf. aljwtovica, P spirilliniformis,
Plectostaffella jahhensis, Quasilituotwba cf. subplanA " seg-
m entata", Re cto endothyra latiformi s, S em ien dotbyra. sp.,
Tu rrì sp ir o i cl e s m u ltio o I ut us and Z s u b c arb o n i c u s.
Bogdanovsky?-early Syuransky horizons (ear-
liest Bashkirian): sea level drop at the Mississippian-
Pennsylvanian boundary eliminated most boundstone
production, and deposition across the platform became
dominantly oolitic (Harris et al. 20OO) when marine con-
ditions returned during the early Bashkirian. Recovery
of the microbiota was slow, and definable assemblages
cannot be recognized with confidence until the appear-
ance of the primitive fusulinids Semistffilla r.,ariabilis and
Pseudostffilla spp. in the late Syuransky and Akavassky
horizons. The earliest Bashkirian biotas contain sparse
taxa that originated mostiy in the Serpukhovian and can
be distineuished more by their lack of characteristic Mis-
sissippian forms than b;, a distinctive association. Further
complicating correlation is the fact that in a few wells (T:
220. T-5050, T-5056) thc lower ooid beds .rnd interfin-
gered detrital-skeletal sediments contain Koninckopora
spp., Janiscbewsbina sp. and possibly Calcifolium okense
that are considered to be typically Mississippian. These
taxa are not obviously reworked although that interpre-
tation is a possibility. Their presence could also indicate
a wedge of Serpukhovian ooid deposits or microfossil
ranse extensions into the Bashkirian.
Definitive taxa appearing in the earliest Bashkiri-
an include Eostffilla chomatifera, E. postmosquensis acu-
tiformis, E. pseudostru'oei, Globivalawlina of the group
G. granulosa?, Millerella marblensis, Plectostffilla of r.he
group P. varvariensis, Pseudoendothyra circuli, and pos-
sibly S e m i s t affe I la sp.
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Late Syuransky Horizon (early Bashkirian): this
unit, approximately equivalent to the newly established
Kamennogorsky Horizon of the South Urals (Kulagina
et al. 2OO1), includes the stratigraphic interval from the
appearance of Semisaffella variabilis (Reitlinger) to that
of Pseudostaffella. Other occurrences that may be useful
to recognize this interval include those of Archaediscws
cf. psewdomoellerì, Climacammina fragilis, Eostffilla aff.
d.o lixa?, and Palae otextwlaria v ulgaris.
Akavassky Horizon (Early Bashkirian): this ho-
rizon is marked by the appearance and radiation o[ Pseu-
dostffilla specimens, many of which belong to P anti-
qua antiqwa (Dutkevitch) and related forms. Ozawainella
aurora is another characteristic species appearing in the
Akavassky but only a few, questionable specimens were
identified.
Post-Akavassky horizons (Bashkirian): our micro-
fossil studies of post-Akavassky horizons are incomplete
but cursory examination shows that in some areas car-
bonate sedimentation continued into the late Bashkirian
before platform growth ended. The Askynbashsky Ho-
rizon (early Bashkirian) is represented by a microbiota
that includes, Eoschubertella sp., ?E. mosqwensis, Profw-
sulinella of the group P parva, Pseudostffilla praegorskyi
andStffillaeformes of the group S. stffillaeformis aswell
as many taxa found in the Akavassky.
The late Bashkirian is recognized in very few wells
and no attempt was made to distinguish individual ho-
rizons. Microfossils diagnostic of this interval include
Aljwtovella? sp., Ozawainella cî. alcherLskiensis, O. of the
group O. fragilis, O. cî. pararhomboidalis, O. aff. pogor-
eoicbi, Profusulinella of the group P pararhomboides and
Timanella so.
Unconformities
Because foraminiferal distribution is highly facies-
dependent, recognition of individual horizons across the
Tengíz Platform is not always clear-cut especially in re-
stricted environments or areas of relatively deeper-water
sedimentation where diagnostic taxa tend to be less abun-
dant or absent, Lack of key forms could be attributed to
facies control but equally so to sedimentary breaks that
would be expected in a shallow platform environmenr.
Numerous gaps probably remain undetected because they
are below the resolution of the microfossil succession, but
there are at least three 1eve1s on the top of the platform
that may have significant stratigraphic hiatuses (Fig. +).
Kosvinsky Horizon (late Tournaisian): a typi-
cal Kosvinsky microfossil assemblage from the Middle
Urals contains the first occurrences of Darjella monilis
Malakhova, Eotextwlarìa dir.,ersa (Chernyshev a) , Tbtrataxis
and other taxa as well as numerous forms that originate
in the underlying Kizelovsky Horizon (Brenckle 1992).
The apparent absence of this association across the top of
the Tengiz platform suggests a possible break in the late
Tournaisian, although other investigators (Kagarmanov
& Donakova 1990; Krylov et aI.1994; Gibshman 1997;
Gibshman & Kulagina 2001) interpret deposition to be
continr.rous throughout the Tournaisian at Tengiz or in
the Pricaspian Basin in general. Russian foraminiferal zo-
nations (e. g., Kagarmanov & Donakova 1990) assign the
Kosvinsky Horizon to the Dainella saffelloides- Eoforschia
moelleri Zone, elements of which occur in Tengiz. These
occurrences by themselves, however, cannot be used to
identify the Kosvinsky because both zonal name-bearers
and related forms exist in the Kizelovsky (Vdovenko et
aI. 1990; Brenckle i997).
The T:52 and T: 53 wells (Fig. 2) yielded Tournai-
sian assemblages with Darjella monilis, Eotextwlaria dioer-
sa, and Tetrataxis sp. among other taxa, including Brwnsia
cf. irrregwlarú (Móller), Dainella chomatica (Daìn), En-
d o sp ir op le ctamm in a rr en ustd (Vdovenko), E o t o urnay e lla
sp., Inflatoendothyra parainflata (Bogush & Yuferev),
Issinella deoonica (Reitlinger), L grandis (Chuvashov),
Kamaena delicata Antropov, lituotubellid, Latiendothy -
ranopsis cf. grandis (Lipina), Laxoendotbyra. sp.t TMedi-
endothyra obscwra (Brazhnikova Ec Vdovenko) , Palaeos-
p irop I e ctammina sp., " Pri s c e lla" sp., S eptagl o m o sp iran e lla
sp., Spinochernella brencklei? Conil & Lys, Spinoendothy-
ra sp., S. c[. paracostifera (Lipina) and Urbanella wrba-
na (Malakhova). Because these are basinal wel1s, the fo-
raminifers might be part of debris flows shed from Kos-
vinsky sediments deposited on the platform flanks dur-
ing a late Tournaisian lowstand or remnants of Kosvinsky
deposits from the top of the platform that were eroded
and transported during the same lowstand. If the latter
interpretation is the case, other remnants of Kosvinsky
rocks should be expected on the platform proper, but as
yet no unequivocal assemblages have been found there.
Mississippian-Pennsylvanian boundary: there is a
break at the Serpukhovian-Bashkirian boundary that coin-
cides with a worldwide regression at the end of the Mis-
sissippian Subsystem. Physical evidence of the regression
includes numerous exposure surfaces within Tengiz cores
that were drilled across the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian
boundary. Paleontologic evidence includes the virtual ab-
sence of eosigmoilinid foraminife rs lEosigmoilina robert-
soni (Brady), Brenckleina rugosa (Brazhnikova)] that are
zonai indices for the late SerpukhovianZapakyubinsky
and equivalent horizons (e. g., Kagarmanov & Donakova
1990; Kulagina & SinitsynalggZ). These foraminifers are
ubiquitous in Late Mississippian limestone shelf deposits
of the Northern Hemisphere and should also be expected
on the shallow Tengíz Platform. They do occur in argil-
laceous limestones in the nearby Saztobe field southeast
of Tengiz (Gibshman 1993) where deposition was pre-
sumably on a deeper shelf that remained below sea level
during the lowstand. The absence of eosigmoilinids at
Tengiz accounts for the difficulty in distinguishing ear-
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Ìiest Bashkirian (Bogdanovsky?-early Syuransky) from
Serpukhovian deposits because many earliest Bashkirian
foraminifers originated in the Serpukhovian and cannot
be easily dated without the interwening eosigmoilinids.
Earliest Bashkirian marine deposits apparenrly ovèr-
lie the Serpukhovian in most wells but in a few wells late
Syuransky or Akavassky beds seem to be in contact with
the Serpukhovian. Platform drowning at the beginning of
the Bashkirian, therefore, may have been controlled not
only by worldwide sea-level rise but also by local topo-
graphic relief formed during the regression or by struc-
tural movements on the platform.
Late Bashkirian: The last major hiatus is associated
with the carbonate surface at the top of the platform. This
surface ranges in age from Akavassky or Askynbashsky
to late Bashkirian but the mechanism controlling its for-
mation is uncertain. One possibility is that the platform
was exposed and differentially eroded ro creare a ropogra-
phy ofvariable age that was later covered by siliciclastics.
An alternative explanation is that rising sea level began
to drown the platform at the end of the early Bashkirian
but local areas of carbonate deposition kept pace until
buried by siliciclastics in the late Bashkirian.
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PLATE 1
Specimens housed in Building 5, Tengizchevroil Village, Atyrau Oblast,
Kazakhstan, except those designated KCS that are reposited at the Ka-
zakhstancaspishelf Company in the city of Atyrau. Magnifications x 75
except as ìndicated. Vell locarions shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 1 - Rectoseptaglomospìranella asíatica (Reiúinger). Late Famen-
ntan. l-4/ well. 5670.51 m, x 50.
Fig. 2 - Eoendothyra baidjansaica (Bogush 8r Yuferev). Late Famen-
nian,T-52 well, 6024.05 m.
Fig. 3 - Eoendothyra turbida (Dvkina). Late Famennian, T-52 well,
6474.05 m.
- Eoend.othyra communis (Rauzer-Chernousova). Late Famen-
nian, T-5857 vrell, 5196.84 m, KCS.
- Quasimdotlryrasp.lateFamennian,T585Zwell,52O4.29m,KCS.
- Palaeo spirop Iectammina tcherny sbinensis (Lipina). Cherepet-
sky Horizon, T-7252 well,541.7.89 m, x 50, KCS.
Fìo a
Fio a
Fig. Z - Chemlshinella sp. Cherepetskv Horizon,T-7252 well, S+t0.30
m, KCS.
Fig.8 - Septaglomospiranella kingirica? Reitlinger. Late Famennian,
T-5050 well, 5194.00 m.
Fig. 9 - Septaglomospiranellaprìmaet,a"kazakhstanica"Reitlinger.Late
Famennian, T-5050 well, 5194.00 m.
Fig. 10 - Septaglomospiranella sp. Kizelovsky Horizon, T-5056 well,
4822.13 m.
Fig. 11 - Septaglomospiranella compressa Lrpina. Kizelovsky Horizon,
T,53 well, 6442.30 m.
Ftg. 12 - Menselina sp. Late Famennian, T:41 well, 4995-5000 m.
Fig. 13, 14- Palaeospiroplectammina cf. parva (Chernysheva). Kizelovsky
Horizon, T-41 well, 4894-4901. m.
Fig. 15 - Palaeospiroplectammina guttula (Malakhova). Kizelovsky Ho-
nzon,T-43 well, 4821'4840 m.
Fig. 16 - Tournayella cf. discoidea Dain. Kizelovsky Horizon, T-5056
well, 4872.16 m.
Fig. 17 - Endospiroplectdmmind,eenusta(Vdovenko).KizelovskyHo-
nzon, ]-)ufb welt, +ò)2.+b m.
Fig. 18 - Laxoendothyra af[. parakosvensis (Lipina). Cherepetsky Ho-
rizon,T-7252 well, 5417.89 m, KCS.
Fig. 19 - Laxoendotbyra parakosoensis (Lipina). Kizelovsky Horizon,
T-41 well, 4788-4793 m,
Fig. 20 - Granuliferella latispiralis (Lipina). Kizelovsky Horizon, Tl
5056 well, 4868.00 m.
Ftg. 2I - Granuliferella rjausakensis (Chernysheva). Radaevsky Hori-
zon,T-43 well, 4635.20 m.
Frg.22,23 - Inflatoendothyra parainflata (Bogush tr Yuferev). Fig.22 -
Bobrikovsky Horrzon,T-44 weIl,4663-4666 m; Fig. 23 - Ko-
svinsky Horizon, T-52 well, 5859.46 m.
Fig.24 - Urbanella c[. urbana (Malakhova). Kizelovsky Horizon, T!
5056 well, 4888.6 m.
Fig. 25 - Neobrwnsiina latispiralis (Lipina). Kizelovsky Horizon, T-41
weIl, +788-4793 m.
Frg. 26,27 - Eoforschia c[. moelleri (Malakhova). Kizelovsky Horizon,
T-5056 well. Fig.26- 4869.A7 m;Frg.27 - 4880.02 m.
Fig. 28 - Spinoend.othyra cf. paracastifera (Lipina). Kizelovsky Horizon,
T-43 well, 4827-484A m.
Ftg.2i - Spinoendothyra media (Vdovenko). Kizelovsky Horizon, T!
5056 well, 4822.13 m.
Fig.30 - "Spinoendothyra" paraukrainica (Lipina). Kizelovsky Hori-
zon, T:5056 weLL,4872.76 m.
Fig. 3 1 - Spinoendotlryrd tenuisepta.ta. (Lipina). Kizelovsky Horizon, T:
41 well, 4783-+788 m.
Fig. l2 - GlomoEiranelhsp.KizelovskyHorizon,T:5O56well, 4822.13m.
Fig. 33 - Dainella chomatica (Dain). Kosvinsky Horizon, T-52 well,
5858.29 m.
Fig. 34 - Darjella monilis Malakhova. Kosvinsky Horizon, T-52 well,
5859.46 m, x 40.
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PLATE 2
Specimens housed in Building 5, Tengizchevroil Village, Atyrau Oblast, Kazakhstan. Magnifications x 75 except as indicated. Vell locations shown
in Fig. 2.
Fig. 1, 2 - Eotextularia d.ioersa (Chernysheva). Kosvinsky Horizon. Fig. 1 - T-52 well, 5852.68 m; Fig. 2 - T-53 well, 6364.40 m.
Fig. 3 - Latiendothyranopsis grandis (Lipina). Bobrikovsky Horizon, T-44 well, 4663-4666 m.
Fig. a - Pseudolituotubelk tenuissirna (Vdovenko). Radaevsky Horizon, T-43 well, 4784-4797 m, x 50.
Fig. 5 - 'Loeblicbia" fragilzi (Lipina). Bobrikovsky Horizon, T:44 well, 4663-4666 m, x 100.
Fig, 6 - Eogloboendothyra sp. Radaevsky Horizon, T-43 well, 4631-4643 m.
Fig. 7 - Latiendotbyranopsis paraconoexa (Brazhntkova E{ Rostovtseva). Bobrikovsky Horizon, T-24 wel|,4701,.09-4701.13 m.
Fig. 8 - Endospiroplectamrnina conili conili Lipina. Radaevsky Horizon, T-5056 well, 4795.37 m.
Fig. 9 - Viseidiscws monstratus (Grozdilova Ec Lebedeva). Bobrikovsky Horizon, T-44 well, 4663-4666 m, x 150.
Fig. 10 - Pseudolituotubella cf. septaglomospiroides (Vdovenko). Radaevsky Horizon, T-463 well, 4814.70 m
Fig. 1 1 - Dainella chomatica (Dain). Radaevsky Horizon, T:43 well, 4797-4811 m.
Fig. 12 - Eoparastffilla sp. Radaevsky Horizon, T-41 well, 4738-4743 m.
Fig. 13 - Eoparasuffella simplexYdovenko. BobrikovskyHorizon, T:-44 weil, 4663-4666m.
Fig. 14 - Eoparastffilla simplex "lata" Vdovenko. Bobrikovsky Horizon, T:44 well, 4684-4687 m.
Fig. 15 - Glomod.iscus biarmicus Malakhova. Bobrikovsky Horizon, T-44 well, 4663-4666 m, x 150.
Fig. 16 - Glornodiscus oblongus (Conil Er Lys). Bobrikovsky Horizon, T:44 well, 4663-4666 m, x 100.
Fig. 17, 18 - Uralodiscusrotundus(Chernysheva).BobrikovskyHorizon,T-24well,x100.Fig.17-4703.1Q-4703.15m;Fig. 18-4701.09-470t.13m.
Fig. 19 - Bessiella sp. Bobrikovsky Horizon, T-44 well, 4663-4666 m.
Fig. 20 - Brunsia irregwlaris (von Mòller). Bobrikovsky Horizon, T-44 well, 4663-4666 m.
Fig.21 - Septabrunsiina krainica (Lipina). Radaevsky Horizon, T-43 well, 4784-4797 m.
Fig.22,23 - Glomodiscus sp. Early Tulsky Horizon, T-24 well, 4659-4661. m, a,ndT-22 well, 4579.00 m, respecrively, x 100.
Fig.2a - Paraarcbaedìscus aff. koktjwbensls (Rauzer-Chernousova). Tulsky Horizon, T:-24 well, 4514. 18 m.
Fig.25 - IssinelladeeonicaReitlinger; cylindrical thalliinvariousorientations.BobrikovskyHorizon,T-24we|J,47A3.55-4703.59m,x25.
Fig. 26, 27 - Eoend.otbyranopsis donica Brazhnikova and Rostovtseva. Bobrikovsky Horizon, T-44 well, 4663-4666 m, x 50 and x 75 respectively.
Fig.28,29 - Paraarchaedisczssp.Fig.28-TulskyHorizon,T:24weII,4514.18m;Fig.29-EarlyTulskyHorizon, 1-22weLL,4638.5m,x100.
Fig.30,31 - ParaarchaediscusdwbitabilisOrlova.Fig.30-TulskyHorizon,T:24weII,4469.45m,x100;Fig.31 -EarlyTulskyHorizon,T-24well,
4659-4661 m
Fig.32 - Paraarchaediscusa[[.pawxillus (Shlykova).EarlyTulskyHorizon,T-22well,4579.00 m,xl00.
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PLATE 3
Specimens housed in Building 5, Tengizcher.roil Village, Atyrau Obiast, Kazakhstan. Magnifications x 75 except as indicated. Vell locations shown
in Fig. 2.
Fig. 1,,2 - Endothyranopsiscompressa(Rauzer-Chernousova&Reitlinger).Fig. 1-EarlyTulskyHorizon,T-22wel|,4638.50m;Fig.2-Tul-
sky Horizon, T:24 well, 4514.92 m.
Fig. 3 - Lituotubella glomospiroid.es Rauzer-Chernousova. Tulsky Horizon, T-24 well, 4514.92 m.
Fig. 4 - Omphalotis frequentata (Ganelina). Early Tulsky Horizon, T:22 well, 4638.50 m.
Fig. 5 - Koninckopora mortelmansi Mamet. Tulsky Horizon, T:24 well, 4514.92 m, x 25.
Fig. 6 - Psewcloend.othyra strut)ii (von Móller). Tulsky Horizon, T-24 wel1, 4469.45 m.
Fig. Z, 8 - Pojarkooella nibelis (Durkina). Fig. 7 - Tulsky Horizon, T-24 well, 451,7.A2 m; Fig. 8 
- 
Aleksinsky-Venevsky horizons, T-53 well,
5704.89 m.
Fig. 9 - Stacheoides meand.rformis Mamet & Rudloff. Tulsky Horizon, T:24 wel1, 4516.52 m.
Fig. 10 - Vah,ulinella lata Grozdilova Ee Lebedeva. Early Tulsky Horizon, T-24 well, 4659-4661 m.
Fig. t I - Vissarioraxìs exilis iVissarionova). Tulsky Horizon, T-10 well, +707.A0 m, x lOO.
Fig. 12 - Biseriella bristolensis? Early Tulsky Horizon, T:22 well, 4570-4581 m, x 100.
Fig. 13 - Paraarcbaed.iscus kohrjubensis (Rauzer-Chernousova). Aleksinsky-Venevsky horizons, T:28 well, 4428.7Q-4428.2Q m.
Fig. 1.4 - Psewdolituotwba grar.,ata (Conil & Lys). Early Tulsky Horizon, T:24 well, 4659-4661 m, x 50.
Fig. 15 - PojarkorLelk cÍ. pnra Sìmonova. Aleksinsky-Venevsky horizons, T-44 well, 4337-4344 m.
Fig. 16 - Konincb.opora minuta lù/eyer. Aleksinsky-Venevsky horizons, T-220 well, 4422.22 m, x 50.
Fig. 1.7 - Omphalotis a[Í. omphalota (Rauzer-Chernousova & Reitlinger). Aleksinsky-Venevsky horizons, T:44 well, 4248-4255 m, x 40.
Fig. 18 - Ompbalotis circwmplicata (Howchin) . Aleksinsky-Venevsky horizons, T:44 we1l, 4248-4255 m, x 40.
Fig. 19 - Paraarchaediscus contexus (Grozdilova Er Lebedeva). Aleksinsky-Venevsky horizons, T:53 well, 5705.91. m.
Fig.20 - Omphalotis chariessa (Conil & Lys). Aleksinsky-Venevsky horizons, T-28 well, 4436.11 m.
Fig.2l - Globoend.othyra globula (Eichwald). Aleksinsky-Venevsky horizons, T-53 well, 5679.46 m, x 30.
Fig.22 - Críbrostomum eximforme Lipina. Aleksinsky-Venevsky horizons, T:28 well, 4428J.0-442820 m, x 40.
Fig.23 - PalaeotextuLaria longiseputa Lipina. Aleksinsky-Venevsky horizons, T:44 well, $3A-$37 m.
Fig.24 - Neoarchaediscus agapooensis Ivanova. Aleksinsky-Venevsky horizons, T-5034 well,4146.26 m.
Fig.25 - Plectogtranopsis conoexa (Rauzer-Chernousova). Aleksinsky-Venevsky horizons, T:28 well, 4428.10-4428.2Q m.
Frg.26 - Plectogtranopsis regwlaris (Rauzer-Chernousova). Aleksinsky-Venevsky horizons, T-28 well, 4436.11 m.
Fig.27 - Archaecliscus afÍ. approximatus Ganelina. Aleksinsky-Venevsky horìzons, T-53 we11, 5723.46-5723.51 m.
Fig. 28 - Archaed.iscus afÍ. gigas Rauzer-Chernousova. Aleksinsky-Venevsky horìzons, T-5034 well, 4148.34 m.
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PLATE 4
Specimens housed in Building 5, Tengizchevroil Village, Atyrau Oblast, Kazakhstan, except those designated KCS that are reposited at the Ka-
zakhstancaspishelf Company in the city of Atyrau. Magnifications x 75 except as indìcated. Well locations shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 1 - Endothyranopsis crassa (Brady). Aleksinsky-Venevsky horizons, T-53 well, 5736.5A m.
Fig.2,3 - Endotlryranopsissphaerica(Rauzer-Chernousova&Reitlinger).Aleksinsky-Venevskyhorizons.Fig.2-T-28weII,4436.11m,x
50; Fig. 3 T-5034 well, 4746.26 m, x4A.
Fig. 4 - Forschia subanguLata (von Móller). Aleksinsky-Venevsky horizons, T:44 well, +40A-4404 m, x 50.
Fig. 5 - indeterminate organism. Aleksinsky-Venevsky horizons, T-44 well, 4400-4404 m.
Ftg.6,7 - Dainella?tujmasensrs(Vrssarronova).Aleksìnsky-Venevskyhorizons.Fig.6 T:5246welt,44..,J.A2-4433.12m,KCS; ltg.7- T-
220 well, 4380.90 m.
Fig. 8 - Bradyina rotula (Eìchwald). Aleksinsky-Venevsky horizons, T:503'f well, ,+146.56 m, x 25.
Fig.9 - Endostffillaparwa(vonMòller).Aleksinsky-Venevskyhorizons,T:28weII,4436.11m.
Fig. 10 - Jantschewskina sp. (thin-walled). Aleksinsky-Venevsky horizons, T-4.1 well, 433Q-4337 m.
Fig. 11 - Ortonella sp. Aleksinsky-Venevsky horizons, T-28 well, 1+28.10-4428.20 m, x 25.
Fìg. 12 - Endothyra phrissa (ZeIIerl. Protvrnsky Horizon, T:17 well, 4890-4895 m.
Fig. 13 - Calcifolium okense Shvetzov Er Birina. Early Serpukhovian, T-44 well, 41,+1-4148 m, x 50.
Fig. 14 - Haplophragmella tetraloculi Rauzer-Chernousova. Aleksinsky-Venevsky horizons, T:4'1 well, 1248-4255 m, x 25.
Fig. 15, 16, 17 - Eostffilla of the group E. ikensis Vissarionova. Fig. 15 - Serpukhovian, T-53 well, 5650.04-5650.16 m; Fig. 16 - Aleksinsky-Ve-
nevsky horizons, T:5034 well, 4148.34 m; Fig. 1/ - Aleksinsky-Venevsky horizons, T:5034 well, 4149.00 m.
Fig. 18 - Eostffilla parastrurei (Rauzer-Chernousova). Aleksinsky-Venevsky horizons, T:53 well, 57a5,91 m.
Fig. 19 - Eostffilla infulaefotmis (Gane|na1. Protvinsky Horizon, T:44 well, 41.87-4192 m.
Fig. 20 - Eostffillina? sp. Early Serpukhovian, T-5050 well, 1141. 19 m.
Fig.21. - Eostffilla mosquensis mosquensìs Vissarionova. Aleksinsky-Venevsky horizons, T:44 well, 4218-4255 m.
Frg.22,23,24 - EostaJfella proikensis Rauzer-Chernousova. Protvinsky Horizon, T-4,{ well, 4155-4162 m.
Frg. 25, 26 - Eostffilla prlsca (Rauzer-Chernousova). Fig. 25 
- 
Serpukhovian, T:53 well, 5649-5663 m; Fig. 26- Protvinsky Horizon, T-44
well. 4187-4192 m.
Fig.27 - EostaJfella of the group E. postmosquensis? Kireeva. Protvinsky Horizon, T:17 well, 4890-4895 m.
Fig. 28 - Eostaffella ovoidea (Ratzer-Chernousova). Aleksinsky-Venevsky horizons, T:53 well, 5675-5689 m.
Fig. 29 - Eostaffella cÍ. angusta Kireeva. Protvinsky Horizon, T:4/ well, 4756.8 m.
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PLATE 5
Specimens housed in Building 5, Tengizchevroil Village, Atyrau Oblast, Kazakhstan. Magnifications x 75 except as indicated. tVell locations shown
in Fig. 2.
Fìg. 1 - Mirifica ucbtorensis (Durkìna). Early Serpukhovian, T-5050 we1l, 4139.60 m, x 50.
Fig. 2, 3 
- 




Fìg. 4 - Koskinotextularia cribriformis Eìckhoff. Protvinsky Horizon, T-44 well, 4192-4197 m.
Fig. 5 - Janischewskina delicata (Malakhova). Protvinsky Florizon, T-44 well, 41.66-41.7I m, x 50.
Fig. 6 - Bradyina concinna? Reitlinger. Protvinsky Horizon, T-44 well, 4166-4171m, x 30.
Fig. 7 
- 
indeterminate multiseptate foraminifer. Early Serpukhovian, T-5050 well, 4139.6 m, x 50.
Fig.8 - Chantomz sp. Protvinsky Horizon, T:44 well, 1141-4148 m.
Fig. 9 - Forscbiella prisca Mikhailov. Protvinsky Horizon, T-44 well, 4166-4171 m, x50.
Fig. 10, 11, 1.2 
- 
EostaJfella afl. irenae Ganelina. Protvinsky Horizon, T:44 well, 4766-4171 m.
Fig. 1.3 
- 
Arcbaed.iscus glomus Ganelina. Protvinsky Horizon, T-,{4 well, 41.66-41.77 m, bitumen-stained wall.
Fig. 14 
- 
Koskinobigenerina prisca (Ltpina). Protvinsky Horizon, T-44 well, 4155-4162 m, x 40.
Fig. 15 
- 
Cuneipbycus sp. Protvinsky Horizon, T-44 well, 4192-1197 m, x 50.
Fig. 16 
- 
Globoend.othyra globula (Eichwald). Protvinsky Horizon, , T-,{4 well, 41.66-4177 m.
Fig. 1.7 
- 
Asteroarchaediscus baschkiricus (Krestovnikov & Theodorovich). Protvinsky Horizon, T-44 well, 41,55-4162 m.
Fig. 18 
- 
Permod.iscus aff. z,etustus Dutkevitch. Protvinsky Horizon, T:44 well, 4155-4162 m.
Ftg. 19 
- 
Neoarcbaediscus tumefactus Ivanova. Protvinsky Horizon, T-44 well, 4155-41.62 m.
Fig.20 
- 
Mikhailooella? sp. Early Serpukhovian, T-5050 well, 4139.60 m.
Fig.2l 
- 
Monotaxinoides transitorius Brazhnikova & Yartseva. Protvinsky Horizon, T-17 well, 4890-4895 m.
Fig. 22, 23, 24 
- 
Twrrispiroides subcarboniczs (Dain). Serpukhovian. Fig. 22 T-53 well, 5650.04-5 650.1 6m; Fig. 23 
- 
T:47 well, 4792.20 m; Fig. 24
- 
T-42 welì, 4791.56 m.
Fíg.25 
- 




Endostaffella discoidea iGirry;. Serpukhovian. T-53 well.5oO0-5604 m.
Fig. 28 
- 
Neoarchaed.iscus akcbimensis (Grozdilova & Lebedeva). Protvinsky Horizon, T-44 well, 4155-4162 m.
Frg. 29 
- 
Howchinia sp. Protvinsky Horizon, T-44 well, 41.66-41.71 m.
Fig. 3A 
- 
Arcbaed.iscws moelleri (Rauzer-Chernousova). Protvinsky Horizon, T-44 well, 4155-41.62 m, bitumen-stained wall.
Fig. 31 
- 
Arcbaed.iscws grandiculzs (Shlykova) . Protvinsky Horizon, T:44 well, 4197 -42A+ m, bitumen-stained wall.
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PLATE 6
Specimens housed in Building 5, Tengizchevroil Village, Atyrau Oblast, Kazakhstan. Magnifications x 75 except as indicated. \íell locations shown
in Fig. 2.
Fig. 1,2,3 - Biseriella of the group B. pat"ua (Chernysheva). Fig. 1 Protvinskv Horiz-on, T-44 well, 4148-4155 m; Fig. 2 
- 
Serpukhovian, T:4/
*ell, 50tq.t4 m: Fig. 3 
- 
Prorvinsky Horìzon. T-4+ *ell, 4166-,ll7l m.
Fig. 4 - Globioalvulina of the group G. bulÌoides (Brady). Protvinsky Horizon, T-17 well, 4890-4895 m, x 1OO.
Ftg.5,6,7,8 - Plectostaffellajakbensis(Reitlinger).X100.Fig.5-ProtvinskyHorizon,T:41weLL,4192-4192m;Fìg.6-ProtvinskyHorizon,T-1.7
well, 4824-4881 m; Frg. 7 
- 
Late Syuransky Horizon, T:34 well, 4100-4105 m; Fig. 8 
- 
Late Bashkirian,T-27 well, 3981-3988 m.
Fig. 9 - End.otaxis brazhnileovae (Bogush & Yuferev). Protvinsky Horizon, T-52 well, 5410.30-5.110.35 m.
Fig. 10 - Pseud.oglomosplra sp. Serpukhovan,T-47 wel|,4793.52 m.
Fig. 11, 15 - PraedonezellacespeformisKulik.Serpukhovian,x5O.Fig. ll-T:41 well,4555-+561 m;Fig. 15-T-47vrell,4795.6am.
Fig. 12 - Qwasilituotuba cÍ. subplana "segmentata" Brazhnikova. Protvinsky Horizon, T:44 well, 41.66'4L71 m.
Fig. 13 - Palaeonubecwlaria rustica Reìtlinger. Protvinsky Florizon, T-52 well, 5410.30-5410.35 m, x 50.
Fig. 14 - Millerella marblensis Thompson. Earliest Bashkirian, T-34 well,4121-4121 m.
Fig. lo - Saccaminopsis 
'p. Serpukhovian, T-51 well. 5050.0+-5050. I 6 nr.
Fig. 17 - Cribrostomum cf. eximiforme Lipina. Late Syuransky FIorizon, T-34 well, 4100-4105 m, x 50.
Fig. 18 - Palaeoextularia'oulgaris (Reitlinger). Late S1-uransky FIorizon, T-34 well, 41OO-.1105 m.
Fig. 19 - PalaeotextuLaria gibbosaeformls (Reitlinger). Late Syuransky Horizon, T:34 well, 41OO-4105 m.
Fig. 20 - Millerell,a sp. Earliest Bashkirian, T:3,1 well, 4121-4121 m.
Fig. 21 - Eosuffella pseutJextrw:ei (Rauzer-Chernousova & Belyaev). Earliest Bashkirian, T-34 rvell, 4121-.1124 m.
Fig.22 - Haplopbragmina besche,tensis (Brazhnikova). Akavassky Horizon, T:34 well, 4069-1075 m.
Fig 23 - Eostffilla aff. naw:alia Rumyantseva. Late Bashkirian,T-27 well,3981-3988 m.
Fig.24 - Eostffilla angustaKireeva. Late Bashkirian,T-27 weLL,3981-3988 m.
Fig.25,26 - Eostaffellaal[.kasbiricaRauzer-Chernousova.AskynbashskyHorizon,T:22Owell.Fig.25-4083.10m; Fig.26-4a82.72m.
Frg.27 - Eostafrella cf. chomatifera Kireeva. Late Syuransky F{orizon, T-34 well, 41OO-4105 m.
Fig. 28 - Eosraffella alf. doLixa? Manukalova. Late Syuransky Horizon, T-34 well, 41OO-4105 m.
Fig.29 - Eostffilla postmosquensis acutformis Kireeva. Earliest Bashkirian, T-34 well,4121-4124 m.
Fig. 30 - Eostffilla of the group E. postmosquensls K:ireeva. Late Bashkirian, T-27 nell, 3981-3988 m.
Fig. 31, 39 - Psewdostffilla sp. Fig. 31 Askynb:shsky Horizon, T-220 well, 4083.92 m; Fig. 39 
- 
Late Bashkirian,T-27 well, 3975-3981 rn.
Fig. 32 - Beresella polyramosa Ktrlik. Akar.assky FIorìzon, T:3 well, 4692.05 m, x 50.
Fig. 33 - Endothyra mosquensis Reitlinger. Askynbashsky Horizon, T-220 well, 4083.10 m.
Fig. 34 - Asteroarcbaediscus rugosus (Rauzer-Chernousova). Akavassky Horizon, T-16 nell, 4866-4872 m, x 1OO.
Fig. 35 - Donezella lwtugini Maslor.. Akavassky Horizon, T-34 well, 4069-1a75 m.
Fig. 36 - Globioalpwlina of the group G. granuLosa Reitlinger. Akavassky FIorizon, T-34 well, 4068-4025 m.
Frg.37 - ? Eoschubertella mosquensis (Rauzer-Chernousova). Askynbashsky Horizon, T-220 well, 4A9A.96 m, x 1OO.
Fig. 38 - Archaediscus pseudomoelleri Reitlinger. Akavassky Horizon, T-3 r'e11, 4757.70 m, 11OO, bitumen-stained r.all.
Fig. 10 - Timanella sp. Late Bashkirian, T-27 weLL,3981-3988 m.
Fig. 41 - Bradltina uibrostomata (Rauzer-Chernousova & Reìtlinger). l-ate Bashkirian, T-22 well, 3981-3988 m, x 40.
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PLATE Z
Specimens housed in Building 5, Tengizchevroil Village, Atyrau Oblast, Kazakhstan. Magnifications x 25 except as indicared. \fell locations shown
in Fig. 2.
Fig. 1,2 - Semistffilk variabìlis (Reitlinger). Fig. 1- Akavassky Horizon, T:34 well, 4069-4A75 m; Fig. 2 
- 
Late Sl.uransky Horizon, T-34
we1l, 4100-4105 m.
Fig. 3, 4 - Psewdostffilla antiqua antiqua (Dutkevitch). Akavassky Horizon, T-34 well, 4069-4a75 m.
Fig. 5 - Pseudostffilla cî. proozartai Kireeva. Late Bashkirian,T-27 well,3975-398I m.
Fig.6,7 - Pseudostffilla of the group P compressa (Rauzer-Chernousova). Late Bashkirian, T-27 well. Fig. 6 
- 
3981-3988 m;Frg.7 - 3975-
3981 m.
Fig. 8, 9, 1A, n, n - Pseudostffilla sp. Fig. 8 
- 
Akavassky Horizon, T:34 well, 4069-4075 m; Fig. 9 
- 
Akavassky Horizon, T-3 well, 4757.70 n;
Fig. 10, 11 
- 
Late Bashkirian,T-27 well, 3981-3988 m.; Fig. 12 -Akavassky Horizon, T-3 well, 4757.70 m.
Fig. 13, 18 - Profwsulinella of the group P. pararhomboid.es Rauzer-Chernousova Er Belyaev. Late Bashkirian,T-27 well,3975-3981m, x 45.
Fig. 14 - Ozauainella cf. pararhomboidalis Manukalova. Lare Bashkirian, T:40 well, 4443-4444 m.
Fig. 15, 16 - Ozauainella of the group O. fragilis Safonova. Late Bashkirian,T-27 welI,3981-3988 m.
Fig. 17 - OzauainelLa cf. alcbevshiensis Potievska. Late Bashkirian,T-27 weLL,3981-3988 m.
Fig. 19 - Profusulinella sp. Late Bashkirian, T-27 well,3975-3981 m, x 40.
Fig. 20 - Aljutovella? sp. Late Bashkirian, T-27 well,3975-3981, m, x 45.
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Table 2 - Representative calcareous foraminifers, algae (A) and incertae sedzs (IS) found on the platform top and slope at Tengiz (Figs. 2 and 3).
Gumeror.sky and Maler.sky horizons contain unilocular and simple bilocular nricrofossil assemblages that are not listed in the table but
menrioned in the text. Occurrences from basinal v.ells (T:-52 and T-53), including Kosvinsky n-ricrofossils, are omitted although dìs-
cussed in the text. See Table 1 for explanation of abbreviations.
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TAXON \ HORIZON or STAGE 
-
Fa Up ch Ki Ra Bo Tu A-\ T-S Pr B?-S LS AK As LB
Eoendothyra baidjansaica (Bogush & Yuferev) X
E. bella ? (Chernysheva) X
E. com m u ni s (Rauzer-Chernousova) X
. lipinae (Mamet) X
. turbida (Durkina) X
lssinella devonica Reitlinger (A) x X X X
l. qrandis Chuvashov (A) x X X x
Kamaena awlrsl Mamet & Roux (A) x X x X x X
. deltcata Antropov (AJ X X X X X
Menselina sp. (lS) x
Palaeoberesella Iahuseni (von Móller) (A) X X X X X X
Proninella sp. (A) X
Quastendomvra sp. x
Q. kobe itu sa na (Rauzer-Chernousova. X
O dentata (Durkina) cf.
lectoseptaqlomospiranella asiatica (Reitlinoer) x
Septaglomospira ne ll a sp. X X x x X
S. compressa Lipina X X X x X
5. ktngtnca/ Ketutnqet X
S. primaeva "kazakhstanica " Reitlinqer X
Eochernyshinella sp X
tnîtatoendomyra sp 2
lournavelltna sD. X X
T. vulgaris Lipina X






=lergella simakovi Conil cf.
'nllatoendothyra parainflata (Boqush & Yuferev) X X X X
'-axoendothyra parakosvensis (Lipina) X
Dalaeospiroplectammina tchernyshinensls (Lipina) X X x
oseudoglomospira sp. X X X X X X X X x
Spinoendothyra sp. X X ,)
Tournayella maxima Lipina ? X
=- nd ospi ropl e cta m m i n a ve n u sta (Vdovenkoì X
Eoforsch ia moelleri (Malakhova) cf.
Eotou rnayell a klse//a (Malakhova) X
Glomospiranella sp X
G ran ul iferella I atispi ral is (Lipina) X
G. rjau saken sis (Chernysheva) X
Latiendothranopsls grandls (Lipina) cf. x X
Neobrunsi ina I atispi ra li s (Lipina) X
Pal aeospiropl ectamm in a guffula (Malakhova) X X
P. parva (Chernysheva) cf.
aracnaetetes sp. (A) X
Septaglomospiranella dainae Lipina X
S. pri maeva (Rauzer-Chernousova) X
Spinoendothyra medla (Vdovenko) X X
S. paracostifera (Lipina) X
"5. " paraukra inlca (Lipina) X
'S. spmosa (Chernysheva) X
S. tenuiseptata (Lipina) x
Tournavella discoidea Dain cf
Tu bere ndothyra tubercu lata (Lipina) X
U rbanella uróana (Malakhova) X cf.
Brunsia pulchra Mikhailov X X X
U v ie I I a/Uv ato u rn ave I I a so. X
Aphralysia capriorae Mamet & Roux (A) X X
4. matthewsi Mamet & Roux lAl X X
qsphaltinella sp. (lS) X X
Bess/e//a sp. X X
Dainella sp X
D. chomatÌca (Dain) X X
D. micula Postovalkc X
Endochernell a q u aesita (Ganelina) X
Endospiroplectammina conili conili Lipina X X
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].TAXON \ HORIZON or STAGE 
-
Fa Up ch Ki Ra Bo Tu A-! T-S Pr B?-S LS AK As LB
Endospironlectammina conili lafolrensis Lioina X X
Èoendolnvranopsls oonlca 6tazn. ó. Kostovtsev€ X X
EOgtoDoenoomyra sp. X X X X
Eoparastaffella sp. X X
E. rotunda Vdovenkc X cf.
E. ovalis Vdovenkc X
. srmolex voovenKc X x X
. subqlobosa Vdovenkc
Eotextu I a ri a diversa (Chernysheva) X
G ran ul ife relloides so. X
lnflatoendothvra multisoira (Simonova) X
Kamaena pirleti Mamet & Roux (A) x X
Kamaenella fenuls (von Móller) (A) X
Koninckopora spp. (lS) X X X X X X
Latiendothyranopsis paraconvexa (Brazh. & Rost.) X X
Laxoendothvra /axa (Conil and Lys) x
L. pauli (Conil & Lys) x
"Loeblich i a" fraqlis (Lipina) X X
Mediocris b revi scul a (Ganelina) X X X X X X X X X
M. med iocri s (Vissarionova) X X x X X X
N inella staffell iformls (Chernysheva) I
umpnalous sp. x X
alaeospiroplectammina slnensls (Lipina) 2
Paradainella sp ?
"Priscella" sp X X X X X X
PSeuQoammodtscus Dara0nmaeyus \iKvonso! ? X
P. prlscus (Rauzer-Chernousova) x x X X X
Pseudolituotuba qravata (Conil & Lvs) X X X X X X
P se u d ol itu ot u be I I a se ptag I o mospiroides (Vdov. ) cf.
P. ten u i ssim a (Vdovenko) X cl.
Septabrun si in a krai nica lLioina) X
Spinolaxina pauli sensu Conil & Naum cf.
I etrataxts sp. x X x X X x x x
Endothyra bowmanl Phillips qp. x X oD. qp.
Eoparastaffella simplex " lata " x
tplstacneordes sp. (A) x X X
Forsch ia subang ul ata (von Mòeller) cf X x
Globoendothyra sp. x
Glomodlscus sp. x X
G. biarmicus Malakhova X X
ti. oDtonQus (uontt ó Lvs) X x, aff
Mameteila sp. (A) X x x
M. chautauquae Brenckle (A) X X X X
Omphalotis chariessa lConil & Lvs) aff. x
u. lrequentata (uanelrna) X X x X
Paraarchaediscus so. X X x x
P. pauxillus (Shlykova) 2 dtt. x cf
Pseudostacheoldes sp. (A) X X
/ralodlscus sp X
U. adindanii Brenckle & Marchant x
U. rotu nd us (Chernvsheva) X
Vlseidiscus monstratus (Grozdilova & Lebedeva x X
\ouioalia so. (A\ X x
4rch aediscu s moel leri ( Rauzer-Chernousova. qp X X x
Bi se ri e l I a brisfoiensls (Reichel)
Coelosporel/a sp. (A) X X
Consobrinella sp X X X x x x
consobrina lLioina) X x X X x
Cribrostmum oroup C. eximium sensu von Mòìler X X
E n d ostaffe I I a d e I i cata Rozovskave X X X X
E. dlscoldea (Girty) X X X X
E. parva (von Móller) X x X
Endofaxrs sp. X X X
=ndothvra 
obsoleta Rauzer-Chernousove X X X X
. 
p,sca Kauzer-unernousova ó Kefltnge X X
E. similis Rauzer-Chernousova & Reitlinoe x X
E nd oth y ra n op sis compressa ( Rauz.-Chern. & Reit. ) x X X
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